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Metaphor Louis H. Sullivan, terra cotta fire control 
panel. Art Institute of Chicago.

“Form 
Follows 

Function”

Louis Sullivan



Ancient Airs
of the intellectual, artistic, 

social, and sexual concerns of 
weblogs



: P H& C., NYPL 1160912; 
G S

We write few 
manifestoes 
these days…



anti-
intellectualism

The blogosphere everywhere retain 
a detectably American flavor

The US political tradition of “know-
nothingism” flavors weblog writing 
and criticism.

Romantic blog populism (“Everyone 
can/should have a blog! It’s free!”)  
reinforces the sense that weblogs 
have no use for ideas.

 CREATION MUSEUM

: J S, S S



after a photograph of Lady Raven Eve, Singapore

The

Romantic Critic



— Sven Birkerts

enemies

“The very nature of the blogosphere 
is proliferation and dispersal; it is 
centrifugal and represents a 
reversal of the norms of print 
culture.”



Ideas are useful

Underlying ideas can explain blog 
phenomena that seem arbitrary or 
obscure

How do we excel?

What shall we build?



L W H, NYPL 91PH056.029

We have b$n here before • new media • new technology • 
new freedom



NeoVictorian 
Computing

Mark Bernstein
O O P S L A  2 0 0 7

 built for people

 built by people

 crafted in workshops

 irregular

 inspired



“we all have the same computer”
Mark Bernstein    OOPSLA 2007
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NeoVictorian? I mean the long 19th century,  and 
include the Continent and the Colonies

 

 

the long th century

the short th century

photo: Keith Hooks
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Vi!orian 
"uestions

If we can depict anything, 
what is worth s"ing?

If we can say anything, 
is anything worth saying?

Family, #aterni$, class: 
what is our circle?

Narrative, causali$, fate, and chance



: L R E

Weblog
Questions

If we can depict anything, 
what is worth s"ing?

If we can say anything, 
is anything worth saying?

Family, #aterni$, class: 
what is our circle?

Narrative, causali$, fate, and chance



What do 
weblogs 
want?



L! Siegel, Against !e Machine

vani&

“Popular culture used to draw 
people to what they liked. 
Internet culture draws people 
to what everyone else likes.”



Sarah Boxer, “Blogs”,  NYRB 55(2) 14 Feb 2008

LOOK AT ME!
“Now that fame and links are one 
and the same, there are bloggers 
out there who will do practically 
anything— start rumors, tell lies, 
pick fights, create fake personas, 
and post embarrassing videos—to 
get noticed and linked to.”



 

Writing With Links the most important new punctuation 
mark since the comma



Weblogs want to be right



Independency The streets of London cast a  shadow

photo: MediaEater, Carlos Castillo



Musée d’Orsay

#ealism



Sentiment

William Holman Hunt, The Awakening 
Conscience, 1853, Tate Gallery



William McGregor Paxton
The New Necklace (1910)

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

Sentiment



Mutual Improvement
Penrhiwceiber Workmen’s Institute 
designed by Edward H Bruton, 1888



unsentimental http://www.jessicacutleronline.com/

 http://luchalee.wordpress.com/

http://www.jessicacutleronline.com
http://www.jessicacutleronline.com
http://luchalee.wordpress.com
http://luchalee.wordpress.com


Stephen Fry’s blog, 2008

weblogs want to excel

“Sorry.

What a whinge. What a dreadful 
self-pitying whine.  I do apologize, 
everyone.”



Romanti'sm



Cra(sman)ip



FDR Memorial

Common / Connection



Candid 
Sexuali$
The concerns of the body are 
conspicuous in weblogs, whether 
couched in confessional 
autobiography or expressed in 
cheese sandwiches



Civilization and 
its Discontents
Plot and Character



Plot

photo: Keith Hooks



Chara!er
Dark Lolita/Kodona style   photo: Carlos Castillo



Authenti'& & 
the critics

The revelation that some weblog 

protagonists (Kaycee Nicole, or 

LonelyGirl15)  are partly or entirely 

fictitious has been greeted with surprising  

shock, even among sophisticated readers 

who are familiar with fiction and the 

complexities of (re)presentation and 

construction of meaning.  

photo: Fabio Dal Grande



What a most 
particularly d!p 
young man th" 
d!p young man 

must be!



 

cosplay layers of representation

Ypres 2001



portraits of the artist as a young character
Courbet: self portrait



Nobitics
writing for yourself



Why do we write to ourselves? Photo courtesy of  Eloisa Bordador,  
Anaheim, March 2007; http://

cats_meow2454.livejournal.com.

http://cats
http://cats
http://cats
http://cats


why do we 
write diaries?

“The impulse to 
keep a diary is 
to actual diaries 
as the impulse 
to go on a diet is 
to actual 
slimness.”

Louis Menand, “Woke Up This Morning”, 
The New Yorker (10 Dec 2007)



Why do we 
read diaries?

They didn’t know 
how it would all 
turn out...



Spontanei& & 
Authenti'&

photo Carter McKendry



Impressionism
bru)strokes & 

di+ntermediation

Art Institute of Chicago



Expressionism
direct response

Max Klinger, from Dramas (1883)



Artifactual & Epistolary left: youtuybe. 
right:  Rikki Kasso, http://tokyoundressed.blogspot.com/



Rudyard Kipling, 1905

With ,e Night Mail
Remember

We shall always be pleased to see you.

We build and test and guarant" our dirigibles 
for all purposes. %ey go up when you please 
and they do not come down till you please.

You can please yourself, but -- you might as 
well choose a dirigible.

STANDA&D DI&IGIBLE 
CONSTRUCTION CO.

Millwall and Buenos Ayres.



Claude Derain,  The Turning Road, 1906.
Museum of Fune Arts HoustonFauvism • Brutalism



uncertainty

photo: Carmen Martinez



our
antiso'al 
so(ware



Only one character per stage Elna Borch, Death and the Maiden
Ny Carlsberg Glypotek



Comments 
failed

People come, people go, 
nothing ever happens. 

photo: Etienne Chan (Singapore)



the writing is on the wall



writing on 
the wall

Munich subway, 2005.

By late 2007, the link pointed to a cybersquatter’s 
link farm.

In 2008, perhaps failing to yield sufficient traffic for 
the pirate, the domain has been allowed to lapse.



Twi!ering at dawn



 

our tools have tools



,anks!
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